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Directions (1-3): Read the following information
carefully. And answer the following questions
given below.
In a certain code language,
‘devil never zeffron queen xender’ is written as ‘gr
xf pl nl qv’,
‘xender wicket devil’ is written as ‘wv xf pl’,
‘wicket cynical xender’ is written as ‘xf kz wv’
‘devil zeffron rocket xender’ is written as ‘xf gr pl
hf’.

Directions (4-5): Read the following information
carefully. And answer the following questions
given below.
In a certain code,
‘Saturday Jockie yarn Magic’ is written as ‘yr te lx
hg’
‘Jockie Apply for Jump’ is written as ‘gn lx wz kf’
‘for Saturday Again Tune’ is written as ‘ms np gn
te’
‘Jump Monkey yarn for’ is written as ‘wz hg ic gn’

Q1. Which of the following is the code for
‘queen’?
1. qv
2. gr
3. nl
4. either (1) or (3)
5. None of these
Ans1. (4) either (1) or (3)

Q4. In the given code language, what does the
code ‘ms’ stand for?
1. Either ‘Saturday’ or ‘yarn’
2. Either ‘Tune’ or ‘Again’
3. Monkey
4. Magic
5. for
Ans4. (2) Either ‘Tune’ or ‘Again’

Q2. What does ‘gr’ stand for?
1. devil
2. zeffron
3. queen
4. rocket
5. Can’t be determined
Ans2. (2) zeffron
Q3. Which of the following will be the code for
‘xender rocket devil’?
1. hf xf gr
2. hf pl xf
3. gr pl xf
4. pl nl hf
5. None of these
Ans3. (2) hf pl xf
Explanation (1-3):
Word
Code
devil
pl
Never
nl/qv
Zeffron gr
Rocky
hf
Queen
qv/nl
xender
xf
wicket
wv
cynical
kz

Q5. What is the code of ‘Apply’ in the given code
language?
1. kf
2. ic
3. hg
4. wz
5. None of these
Ans5. (1) kf
Explanation (4-5):
Word

Code

Saturday

te

Jockie

lx

yarn

hg

Magic

yr

Apply

kf

for

gn

Jump

wz

Again/tune

np/ms

Direction (6 –10): Read the following information
carefully. And answer the following questions
given below.
In a certain code language,
“IBT best coaching centre” is “written as “X36 R9
Y16 X64”
“students prefer IBT mostly” is written as “K36
N36 H64 R9”
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“centre provide facility” is written as “K49 X36
U64”
“faculties are highly qualified” is written as “J81
S36 U81 Z9”

Alphabet coding = Reverse letter of the first letter
of the word.
Number coding = square of the total letter of the
word.

Q6. What is the code for the word ‘Qualified’?
1. J81
2. S36
3. U81
4. Z9
5. Cannot be determined
Ans6. 1. J81

Direction (11-13): Read the following information
carefully. And answer the following questions
given below.
In a certain code language,
‘nitin chaman tarun gulshan’ is written as ‘gz mz
pv tv’,
‘drishti bittu harpreet nitin’ is written as ‘wv sk yh
gz’
‘shallu chaman tarun drishti’ is written as ‘wv mz
uz pv’.

Q7.What does the code ‘K36’ stands for?
1. Students
2. Prefer
3. Mostly
4. Provide
5. None of these
Ans7. 2. Prefer
Q8. What is the code for ‘Best faculties facility?
1. Y16 U64 J81
2. Y16 U64 N36
3. Y16 U64 U81
4. Y16 S36 U81
5. None
Ans8. 3. Y16 U64 U81
Q9. ‘Z9 X36 H64’ could be code for which of the
following?
1. Centre students are
2. Centre Students prefer
3. Centre Prefer are
4. Coaching students are
5. None of these
Ans9. 1. Centre students are
Q10.Which of the following may represent
‘Coaching’?
1. X36
2. R9
3. Y16
4. X64
5. None
Ans10. 4. X64
Explanation (6-10):
Coding Pattern:

Q11. What is the code for ‘drishti’?
1. gz
2. wv
3. tv
4. uz
5. None of these
Ans11. 2. wv
Q12.‘nitin drishti shallu’ can be coded as
1. tv wv gz
2. uz yh wv
3. wv uz gz
4. Can’t be determined
5. None of these
Ans12. 3. wv uz gz
Q13. What is the code for ‘harpreet’?
1. sk
2. yh
3. Either sk or yh
4. wv
5. None of these
Ans13. 3. Either sk or yh
Explanation (11-13):
Words
Code
Nitin

gz

Chaman

mz/pv

Tarun

pv/mz

Gulshan

tv

Drishti

wv
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Bittu

yh/sk

Harpreet

sk/yh

shallu

uz

Direction (14-18): Read the following information
carefully. And answer the following questions
given below.
In a certain code language,
“Advance maths questions” is coded as “!G18 !Z94
!G52”
“Reasoning ability practice” is coded as “!O94
&Z46 !L18”
“Quantitative aptitude quiz” is coded as “&R61
&Z441 &G46”.
Q14.What is the code for the word “reasoning”?
1. !O94
2. &Z46
3. !L18
4. &R61
5. None of these
Ans14. 3. !L18
Q15.What is the code for the word “Advance ”?
1. !G18
2. !Z94
3. !G52
4. !L18
5. None of these
Ans15. 2. !Z94
Q16. Which of the following word is coded as
“&Z441”?
1. quiz
2. aptitude
3. Quantitative
4. ability
5. None of these
Ans16. 3. Quantitative
Q17.What is the code for the word “aptitude ”?
1. &R61
2. &Z441
3. &G46
4. !L18
5. None of these

Ans17. 3. &G46
Q18. Which of the following word is coded as
“!O94”?
1. practice
2. aptitude
3. Reasoning
4. ability
5. None of these
Ans18. 4. ability
Explanation (14-18):
Pattern:
Alphabet Coding: (i) if no. of letters are odd then
reverse letter of the middle letter of the word.
(ii) if no. of letters are even then reverse letter of
3rd letter of the word from starting.
Number Coding: Opposite of the square of the
total no. of letters within the word.
Symbol Coding: (i) if no. of letters within the word
are even then the symbol is “&”.
(ii) if no. of letter within the word are odd then
the symbol is “!”.
For e.g: the code of the word “Reasoning” =
“!L18”
Directions (19-23): Read the following
information carefully. And answer the following
questions given below.
In a certain code language,
‘One of his neighbour’ is written as ‘cr nv yf lv’,
‘great miser of merchant’ is written as ‘yf if jr sv’,
‘neighbour miser playing inside’ is written as ‘zv hf
jr lv’,
‘him great house his’ is written as ‘kv sv xv cr’,
‘playing him inside’ is written as ‘zv xv hf’.
Q19. What is the code for ‘his’?
1. nv
2. hf
3. jr
4. cr
5. None of these
Ans19. (4) cr
Q20. Which of the following is the code for
‘house neighbour one’?
1. nv lv kv
2. hf jr xv
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3. lv sv kv
4. nv xv sv
5. None of these
Ans20. (1) nv lv kv
Q21. What is the code for ‘merchant’?
1. hf
2. yf
3. if
4. Can’t be determined
5. kv
Ans21. (3) if
Q22. What is the code for ‘playing’?
1. hf
2. yf
3. zv
4. Can’t be determined
5. kv
Ans22. (4) Can’t be determined
Q23. Which of the following word represent the
code “jr”?
1. miser
2. yf
3. one
4. house
5. None of these
Ans23. 1. miser
Explanation (19-23):
Words
Code
one
nv
of
yf
his
cr
neighbour lv
great
sv
miser
jr
merchant if
playing
hf/zv
inside
zv/hf
him
xv
house
kv
Q24. In a certain code language, “FRANCE” is
written as “GTDRHK”, “HEADING” is written as
“IGDHNTN” then which of the following is
written as “OBJECT”?
1. PDMJHZ

2. PDMIGZ
3. PDMIHZ
4. PDNIHZ
5. None of these
Ans24. 3. PDMIHZ
Explanation:
O B J E C T
+1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
P D M I H Z

Q25.In a certain code language, “PRAKASH” is
written as “SHZLZIK”, “POINTER” is written as
“IVGORLK” then what should be the code of the
word “SIGNATURE”?
1. VIGBMTRFH
2. VIFGBMTRH
3. VIFGBTRMH
4. VIFBGMTRH
5. None of these
Ans25. 2. VIFGBMTRH
Explanation:
S I G N A T U R E

V I F G B M T R H

Direction (26-27): Read the following information
carefully. And answer the following questions
given below.
In a certain code language,
‘Prayag paras purab pankaj’ is written as ‘ 6 7 5 4’ ,
‘pankaj Pulkit also good’ is written as ‘ 7 9 8 1 ’ ,
‘not paras bad’ is written as ‘ 3 5 0’,
‘bad are good’ is written as ‘ 2 3 8’ and
‘prayag pulkit’ written as ‘9 6’.
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Q26.Which of the following is the code for ‘not’ ?
1. 0
2. 5
3. 3
4. 2
5. either 3 or 5
Ans26. (1) 0
Q27. Which of the following represents ‘prayag
purab pankaj bad’ ?
1. (1)7 2 6 4
2. (2)3 4 7 2
3. (3)0 6 3 5
4. (4)4 6 3 7
5. (5)6 4 7 3
Ans27. (5)6 4 7 3
Explanation (26-27):
Word
Code
Prayag 6
Pankaj 7
Purab 4
Pulkit
9
Good
8
Bad
3
Also
1
not
0
are
2
Paras
5
Q28. In a certain code language, “YOUTUBE” is
written as “20”, “GOOGLE” is written as “2” than
what should be the code of the word
“NOTIFICATION”?
1. 1
2. 2
3. 0
4. 3
5. None of these
Ans28. 3. 0
Explanation:
difference in the place value of first and last letter.
NOTIFICATION = 14-14 = 0
Directions (29-33): Read the following
information carefully. And answer the following
questions given below.

‘centre scandle drastic injury’ is written as ‘hf wz
mrx pr’,
‘external injury treatment done’ is written as ‘ksr
iz grx wz’,
‘minimum done drastic movement’ is written as
‘grx tr pr nl’,
‘movement taking treatment centre’ is written as
‘al mrx ksr tr’.
Q29. What is the code for ‘scandle’?
1. wz
2. hf
3. mrx
4. pr
5. Cannot be determined
Ans29. (2) hf

Q30. Which of the following is the code for
‘external movement drastic?
1. al iz pr
2. iz hf nl
3. grx hf iz
4. pr iz tr
5. None of these
Ans30. (4) pr iz tr
Q31. What does ‘nl’ stand for?
1. drastic
2. movement
3. minimum
4. treatement
5. Cannot be determined
Ans31. (3) minimum
Q32. Which of the following is represented by
the code ‘wz ksr mrx’?
1. treatment done centre
2. centre injury taking
3. centre injury treatment
4. treatment external done
5. None of these
Ans33. (3) centre injury treatment
Q34. Which of the following may be the codes
which
represents
‘minimum
capacity
movement’?
1. nl tr mrx
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2. iz tr wz
3. nl tr mlk
4. nl al ksr
5. None of these
Ans34. (3) nl tr mlk
Explanation (29-33):
Centre
scandle
drastic
injury
external
treatment
minimum
done
movement
taking

mrx
hf
pr
wz
iz
ksr
nl
grx
tr
al

Directions (35-39): Read the following
information carefully. And answer the following
questions given below.
In a certain code language,
‘preview static gk daily’ is coded as ‘gh rv nm zh’
‘IBT institute static gk’ is coded as ‘nm ym hg rv’
‘IBT centre gk daily’ is coded as ‘xw zh nm ym’
‘preview daily important updates’ is coded as ‘gh
zh bq bc’
Q35. Which of the following is the code for
‘institute’?
1. hg
2. ym
3. rv
4. nm
5. None of these
Ans35. 1. hg
Q36. Which of the following quiz is coded as
‘ym’?
1. Centre
2. daily
3. institute
4. IBT
5. None of these
Ans36. 4. IBT

Q37. What may be the code of ‘centre test’?
1. hg rv
2. xw nm
3. rv ym
4. nm rv
5. xw jd
Ans37. 5. xw jd
Q38. Which of the following code is coded for
‘static’?
1. nm
2. rv
3. ym
4. xw
5. None of these
Ans38. 2. rv
Q39. What will be the code of ‘updates’?
1. bq
2. zh
3. bc
4. Either (1) or (3)
5. None of these
Ans39. 4. Either (1) or (3)
Explanation (35-39):
Words

Code

Preview
Static
Gk
Daily
IBT
Institute
Centre
Important/
updates

gh
rv
nm
zh
ym
hg
xw
bq/bc

Directions (40-44): Read the following
information carefully. And answer the following
questions given below.
In a certain code language,
"trains running together" is coded as “Ð14F Ā5L
Ð14I”,
"opposite direction cross" is coded as “Ð15R Ā19I
Ð20K” and
"length preview analysis" is coded as “Ā9M Ā20V
Ā5I”
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Q40. What is the code for ‘processor'?
1. Ā15I
2. Ā18L
3. Ð15I
4. Ð18L
5. None of these
Ans40. 1. Ā15I
Q41. What is the code for ‘Updates’?
1. Ā5V
2. Ā5K
3. Ā16V
4. Ð5V
5. None of these
Ans41. 2. Ā5K
Q42. What is the code for ‘Quantitative
Aptitude?
1. Ð22F, Ð4K
2. Ð22V, Ð16K
3. Ā22V, Ā4K
4. Ð22K, Ð4K
5. None of these
Ans42. 1. Ð22F, Ð4K
Q43. What is the code for ‘Compatibility’?
1. Ā20G
2. Ā15G
3. Ā20L
4. Ā19L
5. None of these
Ans43. 3. Ā20L
Q44. What is the code for ‘Period’?
1. Ā16H
2. Ā6G
3. Ā15V
4. Ā10L
5. None of these
Ans44. 3. Ā15V
Explanation (40-44):
Pattern:
(a) Symbol coding = (i) if no. of vowels are even
within the word then use “Ð”.
(ii) if no. of vowels are odd
within the word then use “Ā”.

(b) Numeral Coding = place value of second last
letter of the word.
(c) Letter coding = reverse letter of the second
letter of the word from starting.
For e.g. the coding of the word “together”

Directions (45-49): Read the following
information carefully. And answer the following
questions given below.
In a certain code,
‘financial action task force’ is written as ‘9, -6, 1,
-13’,
‘decision and foment resistance is written as ‘-3, 10, 13, -14’’
‘possible options against warned’ is written as
’19, -19, -4, 11’ and
‘besides danger afford economic’ is written as ‘2,
-17, -3, -14’.
Q45. What is the code for the word ‘possible’?
1. 11
2. -4
3. -19
4. 19
5. Cannot be determined
Ans45. 1. 11
Q46.Which of the following word represents the
code -14’?
1. foment
2. resistance
3. danger
4. Either foment or danger
5. besides
Ans46. 4. Either foment or danger
Q47. What is the code for the word ‘Financial’?
1. -6
2. -13
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3. 9
4. 1
5. Cannot be determined
Ans47. 1. -6
Q48. What is the code for the words ‘Option
against’?
1. 11, 19
2. 11,-19
3. -4, -19
4. -4, 19
5. None of these
Ans48. 3. -4, -19
Q49. Which of the following word represents the
code ‘2’?
1. afford
2. economic
3. danger
4. besides
5. None
Ans49. 2. economic
Explanation (45-49):
Coding pattern = subtraction of place value of first
letter and last letter.
For e.g. → Financial = first and last letters are F
and L.
Their place values are 6 and 12 and their
difference is (6 - 12 = -6).
Directions (50-54): Study the following
information carefully to answer the given
questions.
In a certain code language:“Grip tricky microsoft” is written as ‘θ745 θ2023
φ1433’
“bundle anny organise” is written as ‘θ1220 θ257
θ2626’
“Lucky wonder pool” is written as ‘θ1128 φ1537
θ441 ’
Q50. “Wonder” will be coded as?
1. θ1128
2. φ1537
3. θ441
4. None
5. θ745
Ans50. 3) θ441

Q51. “Anny Lucky” will be coded as?
1. None of these
2. θ2626 φ1537
3. φ 2626 θ 1537
4. φ1537 θ1220
5. φ1537 θ257
Ans51. 2) θ2626 φ1537
Q52. What is the code for “Method”?
1. θ1417
2. φ1417
3. θ1317
4. φ1317
5. None of these
Ans52. 1) θ1417
Q53. Which will be the code for ‘PARTHIK’?
1. φ1627
2. φ1127
3. θ1627
4. θ1127
5. None of these
Ans53. 2) φ1127
Q54. What is the code of ‘PERFECT’?
1. φ1136
2. θ1636
3. φ1636
4. θ1136
5. None of these
Ans54. 1) φ1136
Explanation (50-54):
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Direction (55-57):
Read the following
information carefully. And answer the following
questions given below.
In a certain code language,
Jet occur focus venture --- gf xj np st.
Venture look remain occur --- st hu se xj.
Occur remain look genuine --- xj hu se sb.
Genuine jet mean venture ---- sb gf hl st .
Q55. What is the code for the word ‘jet’ in the
given code language?
1. hu
2. gf
3. st
4. se
5. None of these
Ans55. 2. Gf
Q56.If the code for the words ‘focus _____’ is
coded as ‘np hl’ in the coded language then what
will be the missing word?
1. look
2. remain
3. genuine
4. mean
5. either (1) or (4)
Ans56. 4. Mean
Q57. What is the code for ‘look’ in the given code
language?
1. st
2. hu
3. se
4. lm
5. Either (2) or (3)
Ans57. 5. Either (2) or (3)
Explanation (55-57):
Words

Code

venture
occur
jet
focus
genuine
Look/remain
mean

St
xj
Gf
np
Sb
Hu/se
hl

Direction (58-62): Read the following information
carefully. And answer the following questions
given below.
In coded language,
“Country depends upon economy” is coded as –
“22W⌂ 11LÖ 12I⌂ 24N⌂”.
“Sensex should being stable” is coded as – “22M⌂
19OÖ 7OÖ 22VÖ”.
“Balanced revenue versus expenditure” is coded
as – “22F⌂ 22FÖ 3I⌂ 26VÖ”.
“Technical expertise been used” is coded as –
“3H⌂ 22VÖ 8VÖ 22Z⌂”.
Q58. What is the code for ‘Balanced revenue’?
1. 26VÖ 3I⌂
2. 26VÖ 22F⌂
3. 22FÖ 3I⌂
4. 22F⌂ 22FÖ
5. None of these
Ans58. 2.26VÖ 22F⌂
Q59. What is the code for ‘Micromax’?
1. 24RÖ
2. 18ZÖ
3. 18AÖ
4. 16ZÖ
5. None of these
Ans59. 2. 18ZÖ
Q60. What is the code for ‘Hyperlink economy’?
1. 2MÖ 24NÖ
2. 2MÖ 24M⌂
3. None of these
4. 24M⌂ 24N⌂
5. 2M⌂ 24N⌂
Ans60. 5. 2M⌂ 24N⌂
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Q61.The code “19OÖ” is coded for which of the
following words?
1. Sensex
2. Should
3. Being
4. Stable
5. None of these
Ans61. 2. Should
Q62. The code “3H⌂” is coded for which of the
following words?
1. Technical
2. Expertise
3. Been
4. Used
5. None of these
Ans62. 2. Expertise
Explanation (58-62):
Coding Pattern:
(i) Numerical value = place value of second letter
of the word from starting.
(ii) Alphabet coding = Reverse letter of the second
last letter of the word.
(iii) Symbol coding = (a) if no. of letters are even =
Ö
(b) if no. of letters are odd =
⌂
For e.g. the coding of the word “Country” =
“12I⌂”

“Survive Labour Without Injury” is written as
“$M37, #T48, #H48, $Z37”.

Q63. What is the code for “Without”?
1. #H48
2. #T48
3. #Z48
4. $H37
5. none of these
Ans63. (3) #Z48
Q64. What is the code for “Internal Action
Injury”?
1. “@M65, #Z48, $Z37”
2. “@M65, #Z48, #H48”
3. “@M65, $B37, $M37”
4. “@M65, $B37, $Z37”
5. None of these
Ans64. (3) “@M65, $B37, $M37”
Q65. What is the code for “Obtrusion”?
1. @M65
2. $H37
3. %Z24
4. !A80
5. None of these
Ans65. (4) !A80
Q66. What is the code for “Intrusion Mine”?
1. %Q24, ^H17
2. %Q24, !M80
3. !M80, ^H17
4. !A80, $D37
5. !u48, $D37
Ans66. (3) !M80, ^H17

Direction (63-67): Study the following
information carefully and answer the questions
given below.
In a certain code,
“Mine Intrusion Break Recess” is written as
“%Q24, !M80, ^H17, $D37”.
“Hiatus Internal Pause Obtrusion” is written as
“@M65, $H37, %Z24, !A80”.
“Ignore Carried Action Being” is written as
“%D24, $H37, $B37, #Z48”.

Q67. What does “@M65” stands for?
1. Internal
2. Hiatus
3. Pause
4. Carried
5. None of these
Ans67. (1) Internal
Explanation (63-67):
(i) Each symbol is denoted by total number of
word like
For 9 letter words is “!”
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For 8 letter words is “@”
For 7 letter word is “#”
For 6 letter words is “$“
For 5 letter words is “%”
For 4 letter word is “^”
For 3 letter word is “&”
(ii) Each alphabet is previous letter of 2nd letter of
the each word
(iii) Numeric Coding:
(a) If total number of letters are even then square
of that total letters then add 1.
For e.g. Total letters in word “Mine” = 4
Then numeric value = 42 = 16 +1 =17
(b)If total number of letters are odd then square
of that total letters then minus 1.
For e.g. Total letters in word “Break” = 5
Then numeric value = 52 = 25- 1= 24
Direction (68-72): Read the following information
carefully. And answer the following questions
given below.
In a certain code language,
‘Private sector ultimate business‘ is written as ‘hi
nl sv tu’.
‘ultimate and better revenue‘ is written as ‘um an
bl hi’.
‘income business better generator‘ is written as
‘ek sv an qo’.
‘generator or creator private ‘ is written as ‘cs iu
ek tu’.
Q68. What does the code ‘um’ stand for in the
given code language?
1. sector
2. Either ‘and’ or ‘revenue’
3. income
4. or
5. either ‘better’ or ‘income’
Ans68. 2. Either ‘and’ or ‘revenue’
Q69. Which of the following may possibly
represent ‘creator or‘ in the given code?
1. an iu
2. cu an
3. iu dp
4. cs iu
5. cs ek

Ans69. 4. cs iu
Q70. What is the code for ‘Private’ in the given
code language?
1. tu
2. Either ‘nl’ or ‘sv’
3. hi
4. ek
5. nl
Ans70. 1. tu
Q71. What is the code for ‘business’ in the given
code language?
1. tu
2. hi
3. sv
4. bl
5. an
Ans71. 3. sv
Q72. Which of the following may represent
‘generator cause ultimate‘ in the given code
language?
1. gt hi ek
2. ek nl hi
3. hi qo tu
4. hi gt nl
5. yt ek bl
Ans72. 1. gt hi ek
Explanation(68-72):
private – tu
ultimate – hi
business– sv
better– an
generator– ek
income - qo
sector – nl
and/revenue – um/bl
or/creator – cs/iu
Direction (73-77): Read the following information
carefully to answer the following questions.
In a certain code language,
“God will always help” is written as “9U2, 36Y17,
16E10, 16T7”
“You in any problem” is written as “9C3, 9Y23,
4H4, 49L2”
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“Ever never give up” is written as “25N3, 16U12,
4E4, 16U1”
Q73. What is the code for the word ‘UPLOAD’ in
the same language based on the pattern?
1. 36E14
2. 36G15
3. 36E16
4. 36D16
5. None of these
Ans73. 3. 36E16
Q74. What is the code for the word ‘SCHEDULE’
in the same language based on the pattern?
1. 64I13
2. 64H13
3. 49I13
4. 64I12
5. None of these
Ans74. 1. 64I13
Q75. How is “POSITIVE CHANGE” coded in the
same language based on the pattern?
1. 64L10 36U1
2. 64L12 36Y1
3. 64L10 36Y1
4. 64J10 36Y1
5. None of these.
Ans75. 3. 64L10 36Y1
Q76. How will ‘PRODUCT BASED SERVICE’ be
coded in the same language based on the
pattern?
1. 49L3 25Z1 49I13
2. 49J3 25Z4 49G13
3. 49L5 25X1 49I12
4. 49L3 25Z1 49J13
5. None of these
Ans76. 1. 49L3 25Z1 49I13
Q77. What does the code ‘POWERFUL′ stand for
in the same language based on the pattern?
1. 64J4
2. 64J2
3. 64L3
4. 64K3
5. None of these
Ans77.3. 64L3

Explanation (73-77):
Pattern:
 First numerical value = Square of the total
number of letters
 Second
(i)
If first letter of the word is vowel
than we take preceding letter of the
opposite of the first letter in the
word.
(ii)
If first letter is consonant than we
take following letter of the opposite
of the first letter in the word.


Third = Number of letter between the first
and last letter of the word in the alphabetical
series
Example
ALWAYS = 36Y17
Total no. of letters = 6 then square is 36.
First letter is vowel then we take preceding letter
of the opposite of the first letter in the word.
No. of letters b/w first & last letter is 17.
Direction (78-82): Read the following information
carefully to answer the following questions.
In a certain code language,
‘make your own rules' is written as 'zw nr qz ml',
' know your own methods' is written as 'pf qz rt
zw'.
’good to know rules' is written as 'yv pf al nr'
and
'own process to borrow' is written as 'yv or bz
qz'.
Q78. What is the code for 'process'?
1. yv
2. or
3. bz
4. qz
5. Cannot be determined
Ans78. 5. Cannot be determined
Q79. Which of the following may represent
‘methods is your'?
1. rt zw ml
2. rt kb bz
3. iv zw yv
4. rt or iv
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5. zw iv rt
Ans79. 5. zw iv rt

Q83.What is the code for ‘sand’ in the given code
language?
1. ap
2. om
3. at
4. Cannot be determined
5. None of these
Ans83.1. ap

Q80. ‘nr’ is the code for
1. me
2. rules
3. your
4. to
5. Cannot be determined
Ans80. 2. rules

Q84.What is the code for ‘mob’ in the given code
language?
1. Only at
2. Only om
3. Only ap
4. Cannot be determined
5. Either om or at
Ans 84. 5. Either om or at

Q81. What is the code for 'make'?
1. zw
2. nr
3. ml
4. qz
5. Cannot be determined
Ans81. 3. ml
Q82. Which of the following represents 'to know
rules'?
1. pf yv zw
2. mr yv ml
3. pf yv bz
4. nr pf yv
5. yv nr zw
Ans82. 4. nr pf yv
Explanation (78-82):
W
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w
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Directions (83-87): Study the information and
answer the following questions:
In a certain code language
‘can occurance romon mud’ is written as ‘ak al oh
ag’,
‘rusted sand mob can’ is written as ‘om at ap ak’,
‘mud any outer zone’ is written as ‘iz al en ik’ and
‘rusted any mob can’ is written as ‘iz om ak at’.

Q85.What may be the possible code for ‘zone
outer any’ in the given code language?
1. en ik iz
2. om iz en
3. ix ak at
4. Cannot be determined
5. None of these
Ans85. 1. en ik iz
Q86.What may be the possible code for ‘any
mud’ in the given code language?
1. Either 2 or 3
2. ag al
3. iz ik
4. al iz
5. None of these
Ans86. 4. al iz
Q87.What is the code for ‘can’ in the given code
language?
1. ak
2. at
3. iz
4. Cannot be determined
5. Either 1 or 2
Ans87. 1. ak
Explanation (83-87):
can = ak
any = iz
mud = al
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mob = at/om
rusted = om/at
occurance = oh/ag
romon = ag/oh
sand = ap
Outer = en/ik
zone = ik/en

Q91.What is the code of the ‘Trusted Authority?
1. 19#S 15$V
2. 19%S 15$V
3. 18%R 16%S
4. 19$S 15%V
5. None of these
Ans91. 4.19$S 15%V

Directions (88-92): Study the following
information carefully to answer the following
questions given below.

Q92.What is the code of the ‘Activation’?
1. 1#D
2. 31%D
3. 23#D
4. 22&E
5. None of these
Ans92. 3.23#D
Explanation (88-92):
1. Numerical value coding based on the following
patter:
(a) If there are ‘even’ no. of letters in a word then
two middle letter’s place value is added.
(b) If there are ‘odd’ no. of letters in a word then
middle letter’s place value is taken.
For e.g. (a) In word ‘Even’ no. of letters is 4 then
middle letters are v & e, so numerical value is
22+5 = 27.
(b) In word ‘order’ no. of letters is 5 then middle
letter is ‘d’, so numerical value is 4.
2. Symbols codes will be represented by the
following table:

In a certain code language,
‘Numerical Value Odd Even’ is written as ‘12$B
4@E 27$W 12$B’.
‘Alphabetical Order Place Number’ is written as
‘15$V 7#M 1$M 4$S’.
‘Income Tax Upon Goods’ is written as ‘1@B
31$Q 15$P 18&O’.
‘Counting Income Levied Tax’ is written as ‘18&O
31&F 1@B 34&P’.
Q88.What is the code of the ‘Income Levied Tax’?
1. 18&O 27$W 4@E
2. 27$W 1@B 4@E
3. 18&O 31&F 1@B
4. 27$W 34&P’18&O
5. None of these
Ans88. 3. 18&O 31&F 1@B
Q89.‘ 15$V 16$J’ is the code of which of the
following?
1. Number Digits
2. Number Civil
3. Success Digits
4. Success visit
5. None of these
Ans89. 1. Number Digits
Q90.‘28&B’ is the code of which of the following
words?
1. Counting
2. Gateways
3. Player
4. Both Counting and Gateways
5. All of these
Ans90. 2. Gateways

No. of vowels

Symbols

1

@

2

$

3

&

4

%

5

#

For e.g: In word Alphabetical = there are 5 vowels,
then the symbol for this word is #.
3. The letter in the code of each word is
representing next letter of second letter of its
respective word in the alphabetic series.
For e.g: In word ‘Counting’ , second letter is ‘O’
then next letter after O is P. So, the letter coding
for the word ‘counting’ is ‘P’.
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Q93. If " you can win game" is coded as 'za ka vo
ta' and " can make win noise" is coded as ' ka sx
fz za' and " noise create you problem" is coded as
" ' lv sx vo cz' then in same language" win" is
coded as?
1. za
2. cz
3. ka
4. Either (1) or (2)
5. Either (1) or (3)
Ans93. 5.Either (1) or (3)
Explanation:
you=vo
game= ta
can/ win = za / ka
noise= sx
make= fz
create/problem= lv/ cz
Q94. If "college authority permits" is coded as '
sx ft rl' and " they permits rules" is coded as 'ny
aq ft' and " rules was followed" is coded as " 'lx
cz aq' then what is the code for " "they was
followed"?
1. lx cz aq
2. lx ft cz
3. lx ny cz
4. lx ny sx
5. None of these
Ans94. 3. lx ny cz
Explanation:
permits = ft
rules = aq
they = ny
Direction (95-97): Study the following
information carefully. And answer the following
questions.
Digit

1

6

2

5

3

9

8

4

7

Code

D

!

S

#

M

%

*

R

F

Conditions:

1. If the first digit is odd and last digit is even, the
codes for the first and the last digits are to be
interchanged.
2. If the first as well as the last digit is even, both
are to be coded by the code for last digit.
3. If the first as well as the last digit is odd, both
are to be coded as X.
4. If the first digit is even and last digit is odd, both
are to be coded by the code for the first-digit.
Q95.4758329
1. RF#*MSR
2. R#*MS FR
3. R#*M FSR
4. R*#M FSR
5. None of these
Ans95. 1. RF#*MSR
Explanation:
4758329→ RF#*MSR

Q96. 5481736
1. $ R*DFM#
2. !R*DFM#
3. #R*DFM!
4. !R*DFM $
5. None of these
Ans96. 2. !R*DFM#
Explanation:
5481736 → !R*DFM#
Q97. 4379268
1. $FSPBK$
2. ©CTP=K©
3. *MF%S!*
4. *MF%S!$
5. None of these
Ans97. 3. *MF%S!*
Explanation:
4 3 7 9 2 6 8→ * M F % S ! *
Directions (98-100): Study the following
information carefully. And answer the following
question given below.
In a certain code language
"LIKED LUNCH RHYTHM TRAPES" is written as
"@26S, @38I, #8R, #16F"
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"SAND STEAM MINOR MEMBER" is written as
"#36R, @8Z, #26G, @36V"
"SOUND LAST COAL SUPER" is written as "#36F,
@40Z, #8L, @24L"
"REVEAL RELAX FUNCTIONS EXAMS" is written as
"#38F, #38C, @24V, #48V"
Q98.The code for the words ‘LOGIC WICKET’ is?
1. @20L, #24F
2. #10P, #38R
3. #6L, @40R
4. @24J, #12H
5. None of these
Ans98. 3. #6L, @40R
Explanation:
For Symbol:
If total numbers of word is even then we use @
If total numbers of word is odd then we use #
For Number = 2 × value of the last alphabet of the
word
Letter = Opposite of the 2nd alphabet of the word
LOGIC WICKET = #6L, @40R
Q99.The code for the word ‘Supply’ is?
1. @40L
2. @50F
3. #40Z
4. #50Y
5. None of these

Ans99. 2. @50F
Explanation:
For Symbol:
If total numbers of word is even then we use @
If total numbers of word is odd then we use #
For Number = 2 × value of the last alphabet of the
word
Letter = Opposite of the 2nd alphabet of the word
Supply = @50F
Q100.The code ‘@32Z’ denotes which of the
following word?
1. SIGNALS
2. LAPTOP
3. ZONE
4. UMBRELLA
5. EXAMS
Ans100. 2. LAPTOP
Explanation:
For Symbol:
If total numbers of word is even then we use @
If total numbers of word is odd then we use #
For Number = 2 × value of the last alphabet of the
word
Letter = Opposite of the 2nd alphabet of the word
LAPTOP = @32Z
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